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Spiritual awakening is a deeply personal
and profound experience. It can be
lonely, challenging, and at times it can
turn your entire world upside down. But
you are never alone!
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140 countries.
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Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe, and
live Adamus channels.
For more information go to:
www.crimsoncircle.com/events

EVENTS

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting & Shoud
February 5, 2011
Coal Creek Community Center, Golden,
Colorado
Shaumbra Egyptian Journey 2011
A Five Star Sacred Experience in Egypt
February 11 - 24, 2011
This event has SOLD OUT!
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting & Shoud
March 5, 2011
Coal Creek Community Center, Golden,
Colorado
Adamus Saint-Germain's
Special Expanded Mystery School
March 13 - 18, 2011
Kauai, Hawaii
This event has SOLD OUT!
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting & Shoud
April 2, 2011
Coal Creek Community Center, Golden,
Colorado
A Special Symposium with Adamus SaintGermain
Exploring Mental Imbalance: A New Energy
Perspective
Del Mar (San Diego), California USA
April 8-10, 2011
New Energy Syncrotize (NES) Teacher
Training
Del Mar (San Diego), California, USA
April 11-14, 2011
Shaumbra New Energy Conference
September 9 -11, 2011
Santa Fe, New Mexico USA
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What a Day, What a Year
By Geoffrey Hoppe

Adamus Saint-Germain opened the New Year and Shoud 6 (January 8,
2011 – Tools for 2011 and Beyond) by saying that we had “special” energies
in the room with us in Coal Creek Canyon. He didn’t mean the usual cast of
Shaumbra and newcomers, although there were about a dozen first-timers at
the gathering.
He said that these negative energies were intentionally directed at us from
a “spiritual” group that considers Crimson Circle to be dark or evil. According to
Adamus, this group practices a form of intense meditation and uses energy matrix
systems in their work, although he didn’t mention the actual name of the group.
Adamus said this was just a small example of what to expect this year, in
our personal lives as well as in our global society. It will be a year of extremes,
religious and philosophical conflicts, righteous indignation and intensity, noted
Adamus. And a year of energy assaults.
Unbeknownst to most of us in Coal Creek, earlier in the day a gunman had
gone on a shooting spree at a grocery store in Tucson, Arizona. His politicallymotivated rampage left six humans dead and 14 injured. He shot US House
Representative Gabrielle Giffords point black in the head. At the time of this
writing she is in critical condition at a Tuscan hospital.
So, Adamus asked, what should we do about the negative energies
assaulting us in Coal Creek Canyon during our gathering? Breathe! He noted
that we could transmute the energies into pure, unbiased energy that would
serve us rather than disrupt us.
I was a bit unsettled by Adamus’ comments about the energy assault during
the Shoud, so I took a deep breath and went “ahmyo,” into the state of trust.
Adamus was well into his lecture, just about to talk about the most prevalent
awakening symptom, when a first-time audience member raised his hand. Adamus
doesn’t usually take questions so I was surprised when he acknowledged Chris.
Chris didn’t really have a question. He wanted to make his statement in front
of, and at the expense of, all of the listeners. In the 11 years that Linda and I
have been doing workshops and channeling, until now we’ve only encountered
one disruptive situation. It involved someone who’d had a tad too much to drink
and he didn’t want to hear Linda’s and my talk before a Tobias channel. He
wanted Tobias, and made his desire well known from the back of the room. But
it was pretty minor. I immediately knew that the situation at the January webcast
was something new and different. Chris was on a mission and Adamus was
allowing it.
The intense exchange pushed nearly everyone’s buttons. My Lancelot aspect
popped up and wanted to protect the audience from this guy. Simultaneously
I could feel scores of people in the room wanting to protect Linda and I. Many
in the room (including me) felt very uncomfortable because, well, we don’t like
confrontation. But Adamus doesn’t mind it one bit so he let out more line for Chris.
Back to Index
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What a Day, What a Year - continued from previous page

A thousand thoughts went through my head. What if this guy suddenly gets
violent? It’s hard to ignore that potential in these days of people going postal
(violently crazy) in schools, shopping malls, airports, and just about everywhere
else. Chris’ words and statements were mostly incoherent, and he really didn’t
have a question. He was referring to Adamus as evil, a space alien, and a
manipulator. In other words, these were not the words of a well-balanced
individual. During the exchange I temporarily lost my focus and became rattled. (I
was to hear about this later from Adamus in our regular post-Shoud discussion.)
Chris interrupted several more times before Adamus gave him a look that
could peel paint off a wall and declared, “No more.” Chris slumped back into his
chair, obviously frustrated but knowing the gig was up. He had not been able to
derail the meeting, the audience had had enough, and with the energies in the
room he wasn’t even able to make a coherent statement or ask a real question.

NEW!

2011
INTENSE
AND PERSONAL

On January 2, 2011, Adamus
gave a special channel about the
upcoming year and beyond. He
called 2011 the Year of Self because
it’s vitally important that we take
very good care of ourselves this
year. He also said it is an excellent
time for Shaumbra to launch new
creations and projects.

It will be a year of extremes in many
ways, with more fires, exposés,
unexplainable lights in the sky,
and weather extremes all over the
planet – in direct response to the
changes in consciousness.
Click for more information or to
order 2011 – Intense and Personal.

Adamus continued his message without further incident, talking about tools
for 2011 and beyond. He bid farewell at 5:00 PM with an amended version of
his sign-off statement, saying that “All is well in all of creation, therefore let’s
have a celebration.”
I debated whether or not to write about “the incident” in this issue of Shaumbra
Monthly. On one hand I didn’t want to give focus or energy to Chris or the
intruding energies. On the other hand, it’s like a pink elephant in the middle of
the room; it’s hard to ignore the elephant’s presence. Ultimately I decided to
address it because Adamus was trying to make a very important point for all of
us: There will be a lot of intense and assaulting energies this year. We need to
be aware of what’s happening in our personal lives and in the world around us,
and not get caught up in the drama.
The January 8 meeting was an amazing, in-your-face example of the intense
energies permeating the next few years. At the beginning of the meeting
Adamus told us that the energies were in the room, but I don’t think anyone
was quite ready for them to be so… real and present! Chris was the vehicle for
these energies to attempt to disrupt our safe space.
I was particularly proud of Linda for maintaining her balance throughout
the episode. She handed Chris the
microphone and stood close by
even during his ranting. She didn’t
pull the microphone away
from him and didn’t jump into the
conflict. She was a great
example of “ahmyo.” The audience
was amazing as well.
Most everyone felt uncomfortable
because this is our safe
space and someone was attempting
to violate it. Excuse
the analogy but it would be like
someone cursing

MP3/PDF download – $30
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What a Day, What a Year - continued from previous page

out loud in the middle of a church service. It is disrespectful, selfish, and
definitely a form of energy feeding.

New Music
from YOHAM!

While I was terribly uncomfortable during the incident, Adamus was
intentionally aggravating the situation, saying things in order to provoke Chris. I
asked Adamus later why he didn’t just ignore Chris, and why he kept baiting him
with comments and attention. Adamus explained that these intruding energies
will typically masquerade as “being one of us” or being here to “help” us but
that, given enough rope, they’ll quickly expose their agendas and imbalances.
The clues with Chris became very obvious. He couldn’t ask a question or even
complete a sentence. He was incoherent and rambling. He made rash statements
and kept interrupting Adamus. He got very frustrated when the audience was
laughing with Adamus, and when he knew he couldn’t evoke drama.
It was quite a day. There are a lot of insightful posts about the Shoud on the
Crimson Circle message board. As one would expect from Shaumbra, there is
no call to arms, and there is no call to heal or save Chris. The entire day was
a brilliant example of what may come this year. Adamus took it beyond talk
and theory, and Chris allowed himself to be the messenger of the disruptive
energies Adamus talked about at the beginning of the day. You could say that
we created the perfect example.

"I received the words to these songs
during the last half year, inspired
by the teachings of Adamus SaintGermain, and the music flowed in
with ease and grace. In the name
of Yoham I wish all of you precious
moments with these songs. They
are made for you, to listen, feel the
message, sing and dance along."
~ Gerhard Fankhauser
Gerhard Fankhauser (vocal, guitar,
lauta)
Einat Gilboa (vocal)
Amir Yakobi (percussion)
Tom Sharfstein (electric guitar, bass)
Click to hear samples, see the song
lyrics, or to order Ahmyo/Makyo.
MP3 download – $10

If you haven’t already noticed, this is going to be an intense year. In just
the first half of the first month we’ve seen senseless shootings, epic flooding,
record snowfalls and unprecedented magnetic shifts. What should you do
when you feel these intense energies around you, or when you personally
experience them as we did the other day in Coal Creek Canyon? Take a deep
breath and go ahmyo. Trust yourself and know that, in the words of Adamus,
“All is well in all of creation.”

Chidren of the Shift:
Magical, Wise, & Unconventional
By Kahu Fred Sterling

Master Kirael, through the mediumship of Kahu Fred Sterling, www.kirael.com
KIRAEL: Today I will speak about the magical children of the Great Shift,
some of whom are known as indigo, rainbow and crystal. These children are
given these labels by the human light. I like to think of them as simply children
of the Shift or children of the light. Although a few of these children were born a
little before 1982, most were born between 1982 and 1984 and are in their mid
to late twenties now. They are either getting ready to graduate or have already
graduated from college, and many don’t know what they want to do with their
lives. Their philosophy is to enjoy life in this dimension as much as possible,
until they are ready to get on board for the Shift.
The Shift children born in the late nineties and after have quite a different
journey and philosophy of life. They know how to do the Shift journey and are
ready to do it now. They want to be heard and will talk to anyone who will listen.
When we get into this “lightened” time of the Shift, they will be more than ready.
Back to Index
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Children of the Shift - continued from previous page

Humans refer to these children as indigo, rainbow and crystal. I will speak
briefly and in generalities about these different categories. These children display a new and unusual set of psychological attributes, revealing a pattern of
behavior generally undocumented before. All three categories of children are
psychic and sensitive, but differences do exist.
Indigo children are warrior spirits or warriors of the light. Their collective
purpose is to change old systems that no longer serve us. They are here to
clear blockages and old barriers. An influx of these children occurred in the
early to mid eighties.
In contrast, an influx of crystal children occurred in the late nineties and
2000. These children are wise beyond their years, caring, forgiving, happy,
peace-loving and empathetic. The crystal children are ready to do the Shift
journey now.
The rainbow children are being born now and are here to serve humankind
by bringing healing energy that emanates from their expansive heart chakras.
They are open-hearted, unconditionally loving and affectionate, and new to this
plane of consciousness.

MENTAL
IMBALANCE
SYMPOSIUM
april 8 -10, 2011
del mar, california usa
Adamus Saint-Germain and the
Crimson Circle present the third
Mental Imbalance Symposium in
beautiful Del Mar, California.
Adamus has presented two
Symposiums, one in Breckenridge,
Colorado, USA, the other in Berlin,
Germany. During these events,
he has been bringing in profound,
cutting-edge information and energy
for new ways of understanding and
dealing with mental imbalance.
Please click for more information or
to register for this Mental Imbalance
Symposium.

The timeframes of when these children started coming into the Earth plane
are just a general estimation of when a majority of these children were born.
You will more than likely find not only indigos but some crystal children who
are in their mid to late twenties. The dates provide you with the timeframes of
when their energy started to multiply.
Your 2008 election was evidence that the young adult Shift energies are
starting to awaken to their journeys. They voted in that election in such large
numbers because they want change, and they voted for the candidate who
has heart energy. They were not focused on the candidate’s words as much
as they were on the energy behind his words. These beings do not want to
hear about negativity. The candidate who engaged in the least negativity won
that election. Barack Obama is a light who has the gift of heart energy and
is operating at 42 percent of his brain capacity. More than making him smart,
that makes him more love, and the Shift children who were old enough to vote
recognized that.
As far as their brain capacity is concerned, it varies. If your sons and daughters are 25-27 years old, they are just reaching a 20 to 25 percent brain capacity. Yet they’ve been above all of you in brain capacity for a long time and now
are awakening to what they’re doing here.
Any child born in 2000 or thereabouts came into this journey fully loaded, so
to speak. The three new chakras were already active in them and they have
extra DNA strands. Their brain capacity at birth is about 20 to 25 percent, because their energy patterns are woven into the omni brain.1 That is one reason
they’re bored with people operating from the 10 percent brain.2 You can imagine how frustrating it must be for them to have teachers who are 35 or 40 years
old operating at maybe 12 or 14 percent brain capacity. These young children
are working at a level beyond their teachers. In fact, they’re working over them,
around them and through them.
The teachers can develop their own omni brains, but they have to get past
Continued next page
Back to Index
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Children of the Shift - continued from previous page

their training and look at this little child who doesn’t respond to them, and help
him to respond. If they take on this journey, these children will respond. Let’s
say you have a teacher operating at 15 percent of his or her brain capacity,
who is teaching a four-year-old child operating at about 25 to 35 percent brain
capacity. The teacher must be open enough to say to that child, “I will try to
work with you. I will exercise my brain a bit, because I want to make you feel
my love.” When the teacher teaches from the heart on the child’s level, the
child will say, ‘Oh, I can do that.” These children are aware of their wholeness,
and it is the teacher’s job to be aware as well.
The baby born now will be at 28 percent brain capacity and by the time it’s
two years old, it’ll be at 36 or 37 percent.

D ISCOVERING
Y OUR P ASSION
Are you wondering what happened
to your passion? In this inspiring
course Tobias talks about what true
soul passion is, and what it is not. He
explains how to discover your own
new energy passion, how questions
create your reality, and much more.
Sessions include:
• Passion is Expression
• Contracts and Agreements
• Karma and Questions
• Transmutation and Freedom
• Questions and Choices
Click for more info or to order
Discovering Your Passion.
CD set includes 5 audio CDs & 1 data
disk
Download set includes MP3 & PDF files
Transcript (in download sets) also
available in Deutsch and Español

These children are the future We the People. They will get into this journey
and change the focus of things. For instance, you might have a child who
graduates from school and learns how to maneuver in the stock market. You
might wonder, “What is this child doing in the stock market, of all things?” That
child’s journey will probably concern figuring out how to make the stock market
work for everybody. The stock market won’t be around after the Shift, but it is
here now and it will work well with these young adults involved in that journey.
Whatever line of work these children pursue, they will be happy doing it.
Their journey is about doing what they like, not what you like or expect them
to do. These children are satisfied with what they have and with what they are
doing in the moment.
Watch these Shift children and learn. They know they have to make money
to maintain their lives, but they will move along their journey at their own pace.
If you push them, you won’t get anywhere. They will not move until they’re
ready. I’m not telling you to give up on them. Instead, listen to them. Right
now, they’re not sure that they want to do anything, because they can feel the
Shift, but they don’t understand what they’re feeling, because they haven’t
been listening to you. However, soon they will explode onto the scene, and
jump into their journeys and in-lighten.3 When they do, all around them will
in-lighten.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1
The omni brain, also called the 90 percent brain, is that part of the brain scientists say we do
not use. It is where most of our higher knowledge is stored.

The 10 percent brain is also know as the local brain and is the part of the brain we use in our
everyday lives to align and understan conscious thoughts or defined experiences. The 10 percent, or local, brain limits us to the third dimension.
2

In-lightened is a word that Master Kirael coined. It means to be filled with light.

3

Special Prices expire February 6
Physical CD set – $195 $175
Download MP3/PDF set – $150 $125
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Become a
Crimson Circle
Certified Teacher
DreamWalker Death Transitions
DreamWalker Birth Transitions
DreamWalker Ascension Transitions
Sexual Energies School
Aspectology School
New Energy Synchrotize
If you have attended one or more
of these Crimson Circle Advanced
Study Courses, and are interested
in becoming a certified teacher,
please send an email to Lindsay, our
teacher coordinator.

New Energy Synchrotize
Geoff and Linda will be offering
teacher training for
New Energy Synchrotize in April,
2011 in Del Mar, California.
This training is open to all who
have attended an NES class or
have purchased the NES Study
Course and have experience with
client facilitation.
Click for more information or to
apply for this NES teacher training.

January 2011

By Brian Piergrossi
On the surface of
the world right now there is
war and violence and things seem dark
But calmly and quietly, at the same time,
something else is happening underground
An inner revolution is taking place and
certain individuals are being called to a
higher light
It is a silent revolution
From the inside out
From the ground up
It is time for me to reveal myself
I am an embedded agent of a secret,
undercover
Clandestine
Global operation
A spiritual conspiracy
We have sleeper cells in every nation
on the planet
You won’t see us on the T.V.
You won’t read about us in the newspaper
You won’t hear about us on the radio
We don’t seek any glory
We don’t wear any uniform
We come in all shapes and sizes, colors
and styles
Most of us work anonymously
We are quietly working behind the
scenes in every country and culture of
the world
Cities big and small, mountains and
valleys, in farms and villages, tribes and
remote islands
You could pass by one of us on the street
and not even notice
We go undercover

We
remain behind the
scenes
It is of no concern to us who takes the
final credit
But simply that the work gets done
Occasionally we spot each other in
the street
We give a quiet nod and continue on our
way so no one will notice
During the day many of us pretend we
have normal jobs
But behind the false storefront at night is
where the real work takes place
Some call us the “Conscious Army”
We are slowly creating a new world with
the power of our minds and hearts
We follow, with passion and joy
Our orders from the Central Command
The Spiritual Intelligence Agency
We are dropping soft, secret love bombs
when no ones is looking
Poems
Hugs
Music
Photography
Movies
Kind words
Smiles
Meditation and prayer
Dance
Social activism
Websites
Blogs
Random acts of kindness

Back to Index
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We each express ourselves in our own
unique ways with our own unique gifts
and talents
“Be the change you want to see in
the world”
That is the motto that fills our hearts
We know it is the only way real
transformation takes place
We know that quietly and humbly we have
the power of all the oceans combined

Put your message in

THE ZONE!
The fast developing Awakening Zone
is ready to accept advertisements
and show sponsorships! Put your
message out to thousands of people
in either audio or visual format.
Graphic ad are available for site wide
coverage and archives, and audio
sponsorships (read by the hosts) are
included in all archive downloads of
the sponsored shows.
It’s time to be seen, heard and felt
around the world. Put a message
about your book, service, workshop
and more in the Zone!
For more information on Awakening
Zone advertising, please send an
email to Tammie O’Reilly.

Our work is slow and meticulous
Like the formation of mountains
It is not even visible at first glance
And yet with it entire tectonic plates shall
be moved in the centuries to come
Love is the new religion of the 21st century
You don’t have to be a highly
educated person

January 2011

Or have any exceptional knowledge to
understand it
It comes from the intelligence of the heart
Embedded in the timeless evolutionary
pulse of all human beings
Be the change you want to see in the world
Nobody else can do it for you
We are now recruiting
Perhaps you will join us
Or already have….
All are welcome…
The door is open
Excerpt from The Big Glow by Brian
Piergrossi. Used by permission.
“When the pillars of my limited mind
collapsed, the roof caved in and I could take
in the beauty of the stars.” - Brian Piergrossi

The Home Within Us
By Leslie Harris, Interior Designer

As I wind down for the year I find myself thinking about a book called The
Home Within Us and how much that says about my design philosophy. Everything I approach as a designer lies first and foremost in the feeling of comfort, well being, and creating a place of safety and sanctuary. Problem solving, space planning, furniture and color selection come later and are driven by
these things. Who are the people inhabiting these spaces? How do we come
together to dig deep within to summon forth these dreams and desires and
then bring them to fruition?
Of course there is talent and experience on the part of the designer, but
there is also magic, a certain alchemy that takes place when perhaps we are
really communicating, not with words but with feelings that lie deep within our
core, about what is truly needed and desired. Life is not always easy, as we
well know, and that in itself leads many of us to go within to find peace and
comfort. Whether listening to music, being in nature, making love, praying,
meditating, or watching children play and hearing their joyful laughter, it all is
meant to fill our hearts and being in a way that is familiar, and that reminds
us of where home really is. I believe that we all crave reconnecting with this
beauty within us as well as in our outer world.
It is possible that our outer environments can heal and uplift us. Our home
Back to Index
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The Home Within Us - Continued from previous page

environment can match that of our inner world when we are feeling our best,
and it can also hold a place for us, to remind us of what is possible and true
when we get caught up in daily life and sometimes forget the truth of our beauty. For me, home is about taking a deep resonant breath upon entering. It is
about holding and nurturing us. It is the sanctuary we seek after being stuck in
traffic or just dealing with life.
Some homes are alive. I feel different the moment I walk into these spaces
and I just want to stay awhile and soak it all in. When the intention is set from
deep within ourselves, I believe an environment holds its own spirituality, its
own mood, and we fill our home with the essence of ourselves as it fills us right
back with its self. When we create a place of quiet and comfort, a retreat so to
speak, it invites us to do the same. When there is a sensitivity to place, light
and alignment, a respect and reverence for all things placed there, our Home
beckons us. It welcomes us and it has the potential to encourage us to always
find our new potential, to find those lovely places within ourselves that have
always existed but we might have forgotten.
Welcome Home!

Ask Tobias
MENTAL
IMBALANCE
When does "stress" turn into
"imbalance"? What are the
implications of using medical
drugs to control mental
imbalance? In this “Mental
Imbalance” session, co-moderated
by Linda Benyo and Barbara Clark,
Tobias talks about the reasons
behind mental imbalance, mental
illness and mental retardation. He
discusses the primary causes of
these imbalances, which include
Karma, Chosen Experience, and
Atlantian “headbands.”
This very special Ask Tobias session
contains powerful information for
this time when more people than
ever are struggling with these issues.
Click for more information or to
order Mental Imbalance.
Special prices expire February 6, 2011
CD set - $25 $20
MP3 audio - $20 $15
PDF (including translations) $15 $10

Leslie Harris has been listed in the “Top 30 Designers” by Los Angeles Magazine, and is a
recipient of House Beautiful Magazine’s “Ten Best Showhouse Rooms in America” award in
recognition of design excellence. Her website is www.leslieharrisinteriors.com.

My Life is my GURU
An experience of trust and acceptance
By Faye Stroo, Crimson Circle Teacher and Mentor Teacher

“My Life is my GURU (teacher)” is the heading of a chapter in a book I have
been writing for myself for many years. It’s about living a life of trust and acceptance, understanding that all experiences are here to serve us whether our mind
agrees or not, that true compassion is the acceptance of what is, exactly as it is.
I had a great experience of this recently. I created the illusion of leaving my
purse in a shopping cart in the parking lot outside a department store. After
putting several items in the car I drove away and didn’t discover it missing until
several minutes later after parking at another store. I immediately drove back
to the parking lot and to the same cart – no purse. My mind started to do its
old energy, duality tricks of wanting to call me stupid, how could you do such a
stupid thing, you really are getting old and forgetful blah blah blah.
After seeing that my purse was not in cart, I went into the store to ask if anyone had handed it in. “No,” the clerk said, “Cancel your credit cards immediately. Wow, how awful for you, our lives are in our purses!” (My Self had a good
inner laugh at that old belief.) Not being tempted to turn this story into drama I
did not buy into this. I felt calm and even a bit excited thinking “Hmmmm, what
an interesting experience. I wonder how this is going to unfold in my waking
dream (movie).” I reminded my Self that all experiences are here to serve and
that in the New Energy trust and acceptance is the key.
A few days earlier, a friend and I had presented a talk to a spiritual group
about Moving Stuck Energy. I had been working with these tools for some time,
and after realizing my purse was gone I started toning as I drove for home, no
more shopping possible without my purse, cell phone or my favourite lipstick.
Continued on the next page
Back to Index
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My Life Is My GURU - continued from previous page

On the way home sans purse, money,
credit cards, drivers license or any
ID, I continued to feel the wonder of
the creation and reminded myself
that “I created it and I could un create
it,” still feeling at peace and interested
in how this would unfold.
I recalled a question from one of the people at our talk about how to handle things we
value disappearing or being stolen. One of my
comments to her was that whatever is missing
is theirs now not yours. If you truly
let to go and it is yours, it will
come back. Time to walk
my talk and understand the perfection of this experience. I also shared
the following with the group, which I had
written several days before:

FOLLOW THE
AWAKENING
ZONE!
You can now receive the daily
show schedule, announcements,
and information from the
Awakening Zone and hosts, on
both Facebook and Twitter.
Just click to icons below to
subscribe to the Awakening Zone
Twitter feed or become friends
on Facebook.

“In the New Energy, you can’t make a mistake. A ‘mistake’ is a judgment,
judgments create the illusion and aren’t real. It’s all been an experience and
no experience is wrong.”
Arriving home safely and still feeling interested in how this would resolve, I
notice a message from a walk in medical clinic on my phone call display. Good
old dualistic mind wanted to go into fear thinking someone (likely my husband)
had been hurt or sick and how awful if that was true. Again reminded myself
that fear is the duality land of illusion, I listened to message.
A new neighbor living across the street was a nurse at the clinic and had
my purse! I didn’t even know her name although they had moved in a few
months before.
She had parked her car next to my shopping cart, noticed my purse, rescued it and took it to work. Now, how much fun is this? I immediately drove
to clinic told, her she was the best, gave her a hug, and invited her and her
husband for wine and a visit. Everything in my purse was intact. What a perfect
although strange creation. It was obvious to me that we were destined to meet
in this way, and the story continues.
I feel much appreciation to myself for not getting into the drama and also for
the great messages and reminders from me to me through the Crimson Circle.
I remembered a quote from an Adamus channel:
“I would like you to know in your heart of hearts, and to really feel into it,
that all is well in all of creation. There is nothing that needs to be fixed, nothing that needs to be changed, nothing went wrong. It’s just an experience.
And all is well in all of creation.”
Thanks Adamus.
And this is a quote I have often shared and loved for years:
“Life has an astonishing way of taking care of you when you no longer
mind what happens.”
~ J. Krishnamurti

Back to Index
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CC = CONSCIOUS CONSCIENCE?

INTEGRITY & COPYRIGHTS
By Tammie O’Rielly – Crimson Circle Teacher and Mentor Teacher

“Conscience is that still, small voice that is sometimes too loud for comfort.”
~Bert Murray
“When I do good, I feel good. When I do bad, I feel bad. That’s my religion.”
~Abraham Lincoln

Santa Fe,
New Mexico
September 9 – 11
Don't miss the biggest Shaumbra
celebration of the year!
Enjoy a stellar line-up of guest
speakers and musicians, and
the chance to hang out with
Shaumbra from around the world!
Space is limited to about 250
guests and the Conference is
currently about 40% sold out.

Click for more information or to
register for the Conference.

To copy or not to copy… is that the question. Or is it a choice? Recently I
and some other Shaumbra received an email asking for a copy of the Aspectology School transcripts in return for “trading” copies of other Crimson Circle
material. As a Certified Teacher and Mentor Teacher, I personally know that
not only is this not in keeping with the copyright agreement, but also is not truly
serving the individual who is asking!
I trust that those of us who are Teachers, as well as those who have attended any of the Crimson Circle Schools, realize the value and importance of
how the channelled material is delivered very carefully and deliberately over
the three days. Not only is it shared in a safe space by trained teachers, but
the information is given and facilitated by Tobias, Adamus and other angelic
energies as well. I am always grateful to feel their presence in the classes and
know that the students do as well! It is a shared experience that often goes
beyond words.
After attending a class, yes we do provide the transcripts for the student’s
personal use only and clearly ask that these not be shared. It is an honour
system. Earlier on students were also able to order the audio CD’s or MP3’s
of the material but unfortunately, because of inappropriate copying, this had
to be discontinued. And, to class graduates, would you truly have had the
deep experience and value of the class if you’d received “the last chapter”
before attending?
I know, this brings up the question of duality – right and wrong, good and
bad, black and white. If we’re Sovereign and “it doesn’t matter” can’t we just do
as we please, no rules? I know this discussion often come up among Shaumbra. But it also brings up the question of whether you choose to pay your taxes,
drive through a red light, and steal from your neighbour. What experience and
resulting consequences do you want to create for yourself? We may not be of
this world, but we’re still in it and integrating this New Energy into the old is still
a challenge for many of us as we move forward.
The other question this issue brings up for me is: am I making the choice of
being a Master and Creator, or the choice of being a victim? If it’s a question of
purchasing the materials or paying for an event or class, where am I giving my
power and what do I believe? Am I abundant and “worth it” or am I controlled
by my belief in lack? It’s always amazing to me that when you truly want something and choose it, the money does materialize if you stop telling your story of
financial woes! As Adamus tells us, abundance is natural.
Trusting our Creator Selves – ahmyo – is certainly a huge hurdle for many
of us. I personally always have to check in and watch my energy regarding the
Continued on the next page
Back to Index

Featured Product

Ask Tobias
DEPRESSION
Depression is one of the major
issues encountered by nearly
every awakening human in their
spiritual journey. Now, Tobias offers
new insights about the nature of
spiritual depression, and how to
move through it. He talks about
the reasons we experience the
depression symptoms, the hazards
of psychotropic drugs, how to
treat spiritual depression, and the
purpose it serves.
This is a profound message of hope
for those who are struggling with
this issue. Moderated by Dr. Norma
Delaney and Linda Benyo.
Click for more information or to
order Depression.
Special prices expire February 6, 2011
CD set - $25 $20
MP3 audio - $20 $15
PDF (including translations) $15 $10
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Conscious Conscience - continued from previous page

“cost” of something. With a background in sales, I learned a long time ago that
it is never the cost of something but rather the value you are selling that causes
a person to make a purchase. The number is just an illusory place holder assigned in the current market place – or in the human game we’re all playing!
I would highly recommend a book by Robert Scheinfeld called “Busting
Loose from the Money Game” www.robertscheinfeld.com. It’s been circulating among many Shaumbra for a few years and has some great exercises to
realize how we’re making it all up and that we’re only ever paying ourselves.
We are either “expressing appreciation” or “requesting appreciation” in the
form of a payment or a bill. It is one of the few New Energy abundance books
that I know of.
Personally, I really appreciate what and how much The Crimson Circle offers freely through the monthly Shouds, the channel library, free downloads,
message boards and now The Awakening Zone radio network. There is more
than enough support on your spiritual journey and the other offerings, events,
products and classes are all optional choices. There are no “must haves” to
be enlightened!
Ultimately it comes down to how you feel about what you’re doing when
you’re making that conscious choice. If someone asks me not to do something
and I go ahead and to do it, personally I don’t feel so good, and I can still hear
Geoff’s kindly voice on the audio intros when he asks us not to copy and says
“and anyway, it’s just not right.” I like the definition of integrity: It’s what you do
when nobody else is looking. As God Also, I do know that we know what is
right for us in the moment. Choose wisely.
"Rule #1: Use your good judgment in all situations. There will be no additional rules.
~Nordstrom’s Employee Handbook
Tammie O’Rielly is a Certified Crimson Circle Teacher as well as Mentor Teacher for new
Teachers in Ascension, Aspectology and Sexual Energies. She is also the creator of TrueLight
Communications, www.truelight.nu, sponsoring conscious events and film screenings that
inspire and empower! Residing in the Okanagan Valley near Kelowna, British Columbia
Tammie is the local host for Crimson Circle events and schools. She has recently taken on
the role of Advertising/Sponsor Manager for The Awakening Zone radio network and may be
reached at tammie@awakeningzone.com
Back to Index
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Shaumbra Heartbeat
By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Monthly editor

Have you felt the shift in Shaumbra consciousness lately? It actually
began around the time Tobias “left” in July 2009. Until then, Shaumbra had been eagerly gathering from every walk of life, every corner of
the globe, coming together with relief and amazement that “wow, there
are other people like me!” In a sense, it was like a huge, gathering inbreath, answering the call of Tobias and of our own souls to remember
why we’re here.

Geoff & Linda
to join
Lee Carroll
and Kryon
June 10-12, 2011
Mark your calendar! Geoff, Linda
and Kuthumi lal Singh will be
featured guests at the upcoming
Kryon Conference in Sedona,
Arizona. Please visit the Kryon
website for upcoming details.
We hope to see you there!

I will never ever forget the profound feeling of Home the first time I
read Tobias’ words in a Shoud. Or the feeling of reunion the first time
I met other Shaumbra. Or the anticipation each month waiting for the
next message from Tobias, because it felt like he was saying all the
things I knew but hadn’t found a way to tell.
Shaumbra gatherings, whether physical, virtual or etheric, have been
the highlights of my life for nearly the last nine years. (Has it been that
long?) I remember reading the March Shoud of 2002, just a few months
after it was given, and realizing that my brand new daughter was among
the guests that day. I remember meeting Tobias in my own quiet space
for the “first” time, and then dissolving into tears because I recognized
his energy from so many other times in my life. I remember meeting
people for the first time, looking into their eyes and seeing a dear and
precious friend from ages past.
It was all those meetings, gatherings, and coming-togethers that
have made the last years so magical for me, and I know also for so
many of you. It has been the reunion of a lifetime – or lifetimes. It’s the
first time so many of us have been together since Yeshua’s time, and
even since Atlantis. That’s a long time to go between family reunions!
And what a celebration it has been. In spite of the personal challenges and changes we have all faced, underneath has been the joy
of discovering others like us, others who don’t think we’re crazy, others
who remember what we know, others who understand. So may times
that is what has kept us going, kept us breathing and kept us on the
planet. “You are not alone.” What more comforting words could you
possibly hear?
When Tobias left it was because his job was done, his agreement
with us fulfilled. He didn’t actually hand the work of the Crimson Circle
over to Adamus, he handed it over to us, the ones who called ourselves
together through his voice. The Shaumbra entity had been breathing in,
gathering itself together, breathing itself to life. And then, slowly at first,
then with more and more enthusiasm, came the out-breath, the expression. That is the shift I am feeling in Shaumbra.
It is being manifested in so many ways – books and music, art and
workshops, blogs and website, and of course the brand new Awakening
Zone network. There just isn’t any more staying hidden and unseen. We
are becoming visible to humanity, and even to those beyond Earth. It’s
Back to Index
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THANK YOU!
Dear Geoff, Linda, & the Crimson
Circle Folks,
Even though I have only joined you
online, the Crimson Circle has been
my spiritual home for several years
now. I can't emphasize enough how
the monthly Shoud has supported me
in returning me to myself, in providing
a safe place, in validating my own
inner knowings, in being amazingly
relevant to what is popping up in my
life, and maybe most importantly, in
letting me know that I am not alone –
that I am connected to a larger group
of safe, straight-forward, hilarious,
wildly unique, and genuine human
angels. Even writing this, I know I
can't adequately express the deep
gratitude I have for you doing what
you do and being there in my life.
What a strange Shoud this was.
Although uncomfortable, I want to
thank you for being willing to let it
go the way it did, and so publicly. It
showed me, not just told me, how
to handle an undeserved and rather
insidious attack and for that I want
to sincerely thank you. When Tobias
answered Geoff's question about
being from the "light" or the "dark"
with "you decide" - wow, what a gift
in itself. The Crimson Circle just feels
right from a deep, down place. It
feels like home. Thank you.
Gena – USA

time for no more hiding behind masks of “trying to fit in and stay safe.”
It’s time to be authentic, time to shine our true colors, because that’s
what we came here to do.
Of course “being seen” brings up “issues.” How many times in the
past did we dare to be different, and pay the ultimate price? For eons of
time we’ve been told to conform, fit in, not rock the boat, sit down, shut
up, be seen and not heard, or there would be hell to pay. No wonder it’s
not easy to be real. But are we ready to go beyond those fears?
It might seem like we have a lot to lose if we show our true colors. But
what do we have to gain? Ah, that’s the pearl of great price. How about
the ability to look in the mirror and see a Master looking back? How
about the deep satisfaction of fulfilling our own purpose for being here?
Ready or not, the out-breath is happening now. The Shaumbra entity
took one big gulp of life and now the expression comes. Now your personal expression comes. Will it be a whoop of joy? A whimper of loss? A
shout of triumph? A stammer of embarrassment? A sigh of satisfaction?
A soul song of celebration?
It’s up to you how your expression comes out, and it may change every moment. But like a flower whose beauty is only seen when it opens
wide, I invite you to open wide, come what may, and let it all out. After
all, you’ve already been through the worst of it. You went through the
horrors of the past and here you are again, safe and sound. So why not
find out what it’s like to let your Self be heard and felt and seen without
getting shut down? Why not feel the exhilaration of being 100% true to
yourself and living to tell the tale?
I invite us all, in this year of chaos and creation, to be all that we
are, no matter who might notice. That IS why you came back and went
through all the hassles of this lifetime. So why wait any longer? Why
spend another minute hiding, waiting and worrying about getting it right?
Open wide, let go and whoop it up!! Let your own Shaumbra heartbeat
echo through every corner of your world.

Happy New Year!
Back to Index
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AWAKENING ZONE
UPCOMING EPISODES
www.awakeningzone.com

The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening

Visit the Awakening Zone often as more shows are being listed all the time.
And be sure to check out the Archives for interesting recent shows!
NEW Potentials
With host David McMaster
Guest – Veronica Torres, channeler for Elohim and
the Council
Wednesday, February 9
Astrodoc
With hosts Dr. Douglas Davies & Linda Benyo
Using Pain As A Guide
Wednesday, February 2
Der Neue Weg (The New Way)
With host Joachim Wolffram
Guest – Claus-David Grube, author and coach
Sunday January 23
Guest – Shi Xinggui, Shaolin monk and spiritual teacher
Sunday, February 27
Guests – Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe, founders of the
Crimson Circle, channelers for Adamus Saint-Germain
Sunday, March 27
Cosmic Particles
With host Dr. Meg Blackburn Losey
Guest – Renato Longato, abductee, contactee and
UFO specialist
Wednesday, January 19

The Crimson Circle Show
With hosts Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Wednesday, January 26
Innerspeak Soul Adventures
With host Jean Adrienne
Guest – Lee Carroll, lecturer and channeler for Kryon
Tuesday, February 1
Guest – Brad Keeney, shaman and anthropologist
Tuesday, February 8
Guest – Peter Canova, author of “Pope Annalisa”
Tuesday, February 15
Guest – Marian Massie, psychotherapist and author
of “Dancing With God”
Tuesday, February 22
Guest – Marci Shimoff, author of “Love For No Reason”
Tuesday, March 1
The Clear Vibration
With host Joe Rumbolo
Guest – Peter Canova, author of Pope Annalisa
Thursday, January 20

Guests – Dannion & Kathryn Brinkley, authors and
near-death survivors
Wednesday, January 26

Guest – Gini Gentry, author of Dreaming Down
Heaven
Thursday, January 27

Guest – Judson Rothschild, author of “Snap Out of It!
A Quick Guide to Panic and Anxiety”
Wednesday, February 2

Guest – Karen Cressman, shaman, healer and voice
of the Wise Ones
Thursday, February 17

Guest – Gary J. McDonald, author of “Everything You
Need to Know to Get to Heaven”
Wednesday, February 9

Guest – Jim Self, author of “Spirit Matters” and “The Shift”
Thursday, March 3

SHAUMBRA MONTHLY

Spirituality in Business
With host Kathleen Gage
Guest – Aman Motwane, the UnGuru
Tuesday, January 18
Guest – Deborah A. Bailey, author “Think Like an
Entrepreneur”
Tuesday, January 25
The D-Spot
With host Kelly Sullivan Walden
Guest – Theresa Moore, wealth advisor
Monday, January 17
Guest – Lee McCormick, “Spirit Recovery”
Monday, January 24

January 2011

Breath of Life
With hosts Norma Delaney and Garret Annofsky
Breathing Around the World
Wednesday, January 19
Solutions for A Small Planet
With host Pepper Lewis
Upcoming Episodes to be announced

Sandie Sedgbeer: Conversation at the Cutting Edge
With host Sandie Sedgbeer
Guest – Suzy Miller, autism expert
Thursday, January 20
Wulfing’s Spirit Radioshow
With host Wulfing von Rohr
Guest – Crimson Circle Teachers
Wednesday, January 19

The Awakening
I was there, and in the chat room during the live event (the Awakening Zone launch on January 1st). It was probably obvious that I had been raising my glass in a toast to Shaumbra, to Geoff & Linda, to Joe, to ME, and … okay,
so you get the picture. I was "toasted"! LOL
But I had a fantastic time, and the show went so well, with so many people gathering, sharing, the Love Energies
truly flowed, and I was feeling wave after wave of gentle eagerness for more to come.
I also noticed that although it's only been a couple of weeks since I last tuned into one of Joe Rumbolo's blogtalk
shows, I felt a distinct change in his voice. I have always enjoyed Joe's expressions... but now his Energies felt
changed to me. Softer, lighter, and in listening, so did I.
It was a truly wonderful experience. I got so giddy, so delighted, in a moment of passion, realizing that people all
over the world will more easily find compassion, understanding, and family. And I remembered how, for many years,
I had felt so all alone in the world, never hearing a single other human Being speaking what was familiar to my own
Soul, Heart, and Consciousness.
I remembered how difficult it was for me, and I gloried in knowing it does not ever have to be that way again.
Those whom are awakening now will have it much easier, softer, and so much better than I did, than many of us
who come here did. That thrilled me!
Lost myself for a bit in those deep emotions, until suddenly I saw what I had typed and posted for all to see...
"Waking up is so hard to do alone, so I created all of You to come and be with Me".
Nan - USA

Shaumbra Creations
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Discover new contributions every month from creative Shaumbra all over the
world. (Inclusion here does not imply endorsement by the Crimson Circle.)
To submit your creation, please click here.

creator
creation

– Leigh Hess (pen name)
– Moon Sister

Moon Sister is a tale of self-discovery and transformation.
Victoria Smith’s business and biology expertise has put her at the top of her field
running the Biology Products Group for Llano International. She dreams of a Green
world that is sustainable and environmentally sound for all. Crashing in the African
desert during a buying trip, Victoria Smith is pulled from the plane wreckage by
Africa Mother, a holy woman of the Nama tribe and through this relationship forms
an empathetic connection with the Moon.
Originally giving up on her dreams and allowing her destiny to be controlled by others,
Victoria learns that she is responsible for choosing and then living her dreams. The world can change for the better by one
person rising above the mediocrity of life. It starts with a personal choice.
Email: leigh@dreamteller.net

creator
creation

To order: http://www.lulu.com

– Annie Morningstar
– Shaumbra-Inspired Artwork
For me, life in the New Energy is about create, create, create! and trusting the unknown
in myself to show up as Me. The work I am doing now is in response to an urge to practice
letting go of control and allow my energy to flow. It is painting from the unconscious. It is
a dynamic, energetic process that leaves me in a state of exhilaration for I’m not trying
to make anything in particular, yet something spontaneous and magical is being created.
What I’ve found after splashing away at my paper is that I’ve created something fun and
original that can also inspire me and the community.
The two works of art I’m currently offering are called “Isis and Adam” and “Letting Go”.
“Isis and Adam” depicts the principle of the divine feminine and divine masculine with
the sexual energy virus acting as a barrier to their union. “Letting Go” is an image of the
energy of Pegasus, poised to lift the human angel into its new state of sovereignty. In the
lower left corner is the divine human, releasing the past and the earth itself.
Email: iamthatiam.49@q.com

Website: http://becomingmylove.com
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Creator – Marc Ritter
Creation – Adamus T-Shirts
Inspired by the last Shoud, Marc Ritter created these T-Shirts with Adamus’
new quotes. Marc says, “This IS Life in the New Energy - wear it!”
These are relaxed-fit heavyweight t-shirts for men and women, lots of
color choices, 100% cotton. Check out the online store to see all the
available t-shirts!
Email: marc@creativeaspects.net

To Order: http://creativeaspects.spreadshirt.com/

Creator – Becky Blanco
Creation – Crystal Playgrounds
Crystal Playgrounds:
•A Creative Service for You
•Dynamic, Energizing, Inspiring
•Safe Space for You & Your Creations
•An invitation to play, where imagination is real
•And where the experience is nothing less or more than Simple Creative Magic
Crystal Playgrounds is a New Energy Business that offers a whole new approach to creative service. Here we play with
energies, in an interactive way, while we create the desired art forms, allowing the expanse of the imagination to infuse
into the practical and into the material. Crystal Playgrounds is created in the New Energy and we have no idea how it may
evolve, or what it will look like in even as little as a year from now. Crystal Playgrounds is free to expand and grow without
expectations or control, allowing these new energies to play freely.
Email: crystalplaygrounds@yahoo.com

Website: www.crystalplaygrounds.com

Creator – Helmy Kusuma
Creation – ai :/lAV/ (“ai is love”)
One man decides to visit his past, ends up falling in love, and along comes the journey of a
lifetime that will bring him to meet... Himself
“ai :/lAV/” is a work of fiction bordering in non fiction of travel romance to Vietnam. It depicts
the transition between living under Old Energy and living under New Energy.
“This is a story about my travel to Vietnam and my inner journey resulting from that travel.
In Vietnamese, Chinese, Japanese and other languages “ai” means “love.” And /lAV/ is the
pronunciation of love. So the title means “ai is love.”” ~ Helmy Kusuma
Email: hanzpk@gmail.com

To order: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/36139

teacher training
O F F E R E D

for january / june 2011

B Y

• register in shaumbra shoppe

TEACHER TRAININGS offered by our Mentor Teachers in various languages around the world
Note: To become a certified Crimson Circle teacher, applicant must have completed desired class as well as Sexual Energies School
ASPECTOLOGY

TEACHER TRAINING
Valencia, Venezuela
January 21-24, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Malu Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso
Teaching language - Spanish
Kelowna, B.C. Canada
January 28-31, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Tammie O-Reilly and Faye Stroo

DREAMWALKER BIRTH
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Salt Lake City (Sandy) Utah USA
February 11-13, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teacher –
Kathleen Haws
Berlin, Germany
March 18-21, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl
Teaching language - English
Salt Lake City, Utah
May 13-15, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teacher –
Kathleen Haws

Salt Lake City, Utah
August 12-14, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Kathleen Haws
Salt Lake City, Utah
October 7-9, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Kathleen Haws

DREAMWALKER DEATH
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Berlin, Germany
February 20-23, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Reidl
Teaching language - German
Bucharest, Romania
May 12-22, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Silvia Marin & Lucieta Gavril
Teaching language - Romanian

NEW ENERGY SYNCROTIZE
TEACHER TRAINING

Berlin, Germany
March 21-24, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl
Teaching language - English

Del Mar, California
April 8-10, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Geoffrey Hoppe and Linda Benyo Hoppe
Teaching language - English

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

TEACHER TRAINING

Bucharest, Romania
January 27-30, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Silvia Marin & Lucieta Gavril
Teaching language - English
Berlin, Germany
February 17-20, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Sandra Heuschmann and Wulfgang Riedl
Teaching language - German
Bucharest, Romania
April 28-May 1, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Silvia Marin & Lucieta Gavril
Teaching language – Romanian
Morges, Switzerland
June 2-5, 2011
Presented by New Energy Teachers –
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
Teaching language - French

class listings
for january

F O R
/ march 2011 • register in shaumbra shoppe

NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE™
Bucharest, Romania, January 20-23, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Costinel Floricel & Georgeta Blanaru (Gratia)
Bucharest, Romania, February 24-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Kata Szenasi
Bucharest, Romania, March 21-24, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl
Lahr/Schwarzwald – near Freiburg i. Br., Germany
March 24-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS
Horten, Norway, January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Gerd Ghelia Frivold
Bucharest, Romania, January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet & Mirela Elena Ghenea
Bucharest, Romania, February 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Georgeta Blanaru & Costinel Floricel
Salt Lake City (Sandy), Utah, USA, February 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Kathleen Haws
Back to Index

Sacramento, California, USA, February 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Iwona Wirkus
Salt Lake City, Utah, USA, February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Kathleen Haws
Lahr/Schwarzwald – near Freiburg i. Br., Germany
March 4-6, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Kapaa, Hawaii, USA, March 10-12, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Paul Cook & Kathleen Haws

class listings
for january

F O R
/ march 2011 • register in shaumbra shoppe

Drammen, nearby Oslo, Norway, March 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Evy Finjord Heggelund
Lelystad, Netherlands, March 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Irene Berger
Zurich, Switzerland, March 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Rosmarie Lotmar
Berlin, Germany, March 18-21, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Sandra Heuschmann & Wolfgang Riedl

ASPECTOLOGY™
Indianapolis area, Indiana US, January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Jean Tinder & Joep “Youp” Claessens
Vienna, Austria, January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Marianne
Fuerlinger
Valencia, Venezuela January 21-24, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Maria Luisa Gaxiola & Raiza Preziuso
Wellington, New Zealand, January 24-26, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Yvonne Brown
Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada
January 28-31, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Tammie O'Rielly & Faye Stroo

Berlin, Germany, February 20-23, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Sandra Heuschmann & Wolfgang Riedl
Bucharest, Romania, February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Carmen Mihaela Rivalet
Vienna, Austria, February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Marianne Fuerlinger
Bucharest, Romania, March 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Georgeta Blanaru & Costinel Floricel
Golden, Colorado, USA, March 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Joep Claessens
Helsinki, Finland, March 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Irma Rantala
Bucharest, Romania, March, 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Lucieta Gavril

DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION TRANSITIONS
Lelystad, Holland January, 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Marjolein Neefjes & Sinka ‘t Hooft
Wellington, New Zealand, January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Yvonne Brown
Sambata de Sus, Romania, January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Florin Mandiuc

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
Berlin, Germany January 21-23, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Sandra
Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl

Bucharest, Romania January 27-30, 2011
Presented by Silvia Marin & Lucieta Gavril
Athens, Greece January 28-30, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Maria Grigoraki and Konstantinos Ikonomou
Drammen, near Oslo, Norway February 4-6, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Evy Finjord Heggelund and Eva Storrusten
Istanbul, Turkey February 4-6, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Marianne Fuerlinger and Heinrich Balatka
Krummhörn near Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
February 10-12, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Petra Pitak and Meggi Erman
Bucharest, Romania, February 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta-Arsene
Berlin, Germany, February 17-20, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl
1635 La Tour-de-Trême/Fribourg, Switzerland
February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Jutta Bosch and Jens Friedrich Mertens

Bruchsal, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany
February 4-6, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Viola Koehler

Salt Lake City (Sandy), Utah, USA, January 28-30,
2011
Presented by certified teacher Kathleen Haws

Kiryat Ono, Israel, February 23-25, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Gilit Rom

Budapest, Hungary, January 28-30, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Kata Szenasi

Bucharest, Romania, February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Georgeta Blanaru & Costinel Floricel

Lahr/Schwarzwald – near Freiburg i. Br., Germany
February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada, March 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Kristi Maguire & Faye Stroo

Vienna, Austria, March 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Marianne Fuerlinger

Lelystad, Netherlands March 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Sinka 't Hooft and Marjolein Neefjes

Bucharest, Romania, March 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Georgeta Blanaru & Costinel Floricel

Köln/Lindlar, Germany March 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

Heidelberg, Germany, March 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn

Aarhus, Denmark March 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Anne Maribo Andersen & Finn Andersen

Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA March 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teacher David McMaster

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
Zurich, Switzerland January 28-30, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Rosmarie Lotmar

Munich, Germany February 25-27, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Silke Steininger and Martina Kaiser
Neuenstadt (near Heilbronn), Germany
March 4-6, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Jessie Jandt and Viola Koehler

Sacramento, California USA, March 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Laurie Hefner and Iwona Wirkus

Lahr/Schwarzwald – near Freiburg i. Br., Germany
February 11-13, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Lelystad, Netherlands, February 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teachers:
Sinka 't Hooft & Marjolein Neefjes
Odenwald, Germany, February 18-20, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Joachim Wolffram
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International Translations

currently available in Shaumbra Shoppe

Title
Addictions
The Alchemy of Light & Dark
Ancestral Karma
Aspectology
Atlantis & the Wound of Isis
The Beauty of Life
Biological Rejuvenation
Chaos
Conspiracies
Dei Un Gnost
Depression
Dreams
DreamWalker Birth
Energy In Motion
The Energy of Food
The Energy of Music
The Evolution of Gaia
Fields of Potentials
The High Definition Life
Interdimensional Living
Journey of the Angels
Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome
Mental Imbalance
Mormons & Other Spiritual Families
Midsummer Conference 2010 - Munich
New Consciousness
The New Earth
New Earth Update
New Energy Business
New Energy Education
On Death & Dying
The Oslo Sessions
Out of the Box
Pets
The Quantum Leap
Relationships
Reunion
Rising to Freedom
Sacred Geometry
Sounds of the Soul
Sovereign One
The 13th Strand
Time, Space & Measurement Systems
Time Travels
Tobias Returns to Israel
What Lies Ahead
What on Earth
Wound of Isis
Chemia
Drama - FREE
Do You Remember?
Letter to Awakening Humans - FREE
Silent Prayer
Twelve Awakening Signs - FREE
Tobias & Kryon in Madrid - FREE
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